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.; ' . . EXECUTIVE. SUMMARY

1. This paper examines the progress that has been achieved by policies

and programmes for input supply, rural savings and credit facilities to small

farmers, . livestock producers and women in African countries in order to

identify innovatory experience and provide - a basis for discussion on future

directions.

2. Until the early 1980s, these policies and programmes had focused mainly

on public intervention to fix product prices, create co-operative structures

and establish monopoly commodity marketing and input supply and-distribution

systems. Policies and programmes governing these" systems during this period

had been,based on the need to provide the major inputs - mineral fertilisers,

improved seeds and agro-chemicals at lowest cost so as to encourage greater

use of the inputs. Extensive use was made of par^statal arid co-operative

enterprises Jfor input distribution. The provision 'of large subsidies: by

the state became ah important instrument fdr sustaining the operations of

these institutions which supplied the inputs at very low cost to the farmer. .

3. At the same time, governments pursued a top-down approach to rural

finance, . the objective, being to improve the availability of agricultural

credit services to small farfliers5 livestock producers and women.' The main

policy ..instrument employed to attain this goal was the creation of government-

owned agricultural credit banks (agricultural development and co-operative

banks) financed raainly from external aid programmes and targeted to specific

farmer groups and applying fixed, subsidized interest rates. Another

instrument was the integration of agricultural credit into rural development

projects. ,

4. Neither the operations of these government-owned credit institutions

nor of th« commercial banks have contributed significantly to the building

of viable financial institutions. Low product prices, lack of appropriate

technological packages, lack of marketing including input services and

infrastructure and governments insistence that the interest charged by the

banks be kept low, have all been major constraints to developing effective

agricultural credit programmes. Under these circumstances3 it is estimated

that formal financial institutions have not reached more than 10 per cent

of African farmers, the majority of whom have still to depend upon the informal

financial market.

5. Similarly, bureaucratic procedures, inefficient managements long delays

In processing loan applications and high marketing margins often made the

monopoly parastatals and co-operatives ineffective mechanisms for input

distribution and the promotion of new technologies for small farmers, livestock

producers and women.

6. This, experience ss well as pressure from international financing agencies

have, in recent years, sparked off the nssd for change in policies and

programmes fot input supply and rural finance. The period since 1981 has

therefore seen many countries experimenting with new ideas in this regard.

Some 20 African countries have bvgun to implement structural adjustment and
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reform programmes which, among other objectives, aim at reducing the weight

on the economy of unprofitable state parastatsls and heavy subsidy programmes

and allow greater scope for competition and private initiatives in input

supply and distribution, ..--.■; ■ ■ - .,

7. But many countries are . handicapps-d by a dearth of information.' .based.
on concrete analysis of case studies to guide policy decisions on the relative

roles to be given to public and private sectors in input supply and credit

to small farmers. In the absence of such information, many countries arc

however, favouring & position which maintains pre-existing government or.

parastatal operation and allows private enterprise to come in as wsll^ , Maximum

prices and margins are still fixed by : government. "which do not make adequate

allowance for financings risk and other costs. An important issue which

is also being addressed is how to distribute the inputs, particularly

fertilizers, in units suitable for small-scale users. Timely access to

supplies by distributors, incentive prices that cover essential costs,

availability of credit for financing input supply and distribution, suitable

marketing and transportation infrastructure and timely ordering and scheduling

cf input supplies and deliveries are also critical requirements for aia

efficient input distribution system.

8. Many countries are also now pursuing a bottom-up approach to rural finance

and credit, to small fanners, livestock raisers and women which focuses on

savings mobilisation, a demand-led finance policy and viability of the

institution. This is true for instance of: .-Malawi, Kenyaj Cameroon, Ghana,

Zimbabwe3 Rwanda and Swaziland. . ■ , ■

9. Livestock producers need credit to pay for veterinary supplies and

services if they have £o assume pare of the burden previously shouldered

by many governments. The .same applies to women who are the major food

producers and distributors and who have for long suffered several prejudices,

sexual oppression, insecurity and male predominance in farm de.cision-nsaking.

and access tp credit. . . . '..:..

10*. • Many African countries appear to., be moving forward on new ideas about

input distribution and rural finance for small farmers. However, a

comprehensive and integrated approach is needed which aims at sharing the

burden of input and credit delivery systems between the public and private

sectors and makes provision for recurrent costs and the resources for

maintaining and running them. Interest rates for institutional loans should

be such as to cover costs, encourage the quicker repayment of loaas mid attract

local savings. Marketing . policies . and programmes for input supply, rural

savings and ...credit facilities to small farmers would also need to provide

basic infrastructure- for competitive marketings develop viable technological

packages for successful extension, maintain and strengthen veterinary services

to livestock raisers and relieve women of discriminatory handicaps, at least

in access to-, official : services. At the international level, in giving

assistance for .input .(delivery and credit., aid agencies should take into account

the socio-cultural. and policy environment of the recipient country and, the

qritical needs and attitudes of the rural population.


